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Ion mobility measurementsl have been used to obtain direct 
information about the conformers present for naked cytochrome 
c ions in the gas phase. The relative abundance of compact 
native-like conformations is negligible. However, a number of 
well-defined, partially folded conformers that are considerably 
more diffuse than the native structure are observed. These may 
be intermediates in the folding process. The results suggest 
that the gas phase is an environment that will allow access to 
complementary information about protein conformations and 
the dynamics of protein folding.' 

The development of gentle ionization techniques' has facili- 
tated studies of biological molecules using mass spectrometry. 
Accurate measurements of molecular weigh& as well as 
sequence information*.h are becoming commonplace, and re- 
cently there have been several attempts to use mass spectrometry 
to deduce information about the three-dimensional structures 
of biological molecules. For example, the charge distribution 
generated by electrospray ionization' (ESI) has been shown to 
depend on the conformation of the protein in s o l u t i ~ n . ~ . ~  Mass 
spectrometry has been used to monitor 'W'H isotope exchange 
for proteins in solution"' as well as in the gas phase."." Finally, 
ion beam scattering  experiment^'^.^^ have shown that protein 
ions in different charge states have different collision cross 
sections. The ion mobility measurementsl reported here resolve 
protein conformers on the basis of their different collision cross 
sections and provide precise cross sections for the conformers 
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Figure 1. Drift time distribution recorded for the +7 charge state of 
bovine cytochrome c with a nominal injection energy of 130 eV. 
Arrows show the expected drift times for a variety of cytochrome c 
conformations: (a) the native structure (-I IM) ps): (b) a partially 
unfolded structure with an open heme crevice (168Ops): (c) an unfolded 
coil that retains the a-helices (2070ics); (d) a typical random coil with 
no secondary or teniary structure (-2880 ps): and (e) a near-linear 
conformation (-3425 ps). 

that are present. Ion mobility studies have previously been 
performed for cytochrome c, but the resolution was insufficient 
to deduce structural information.l5 Recently, some preliminary 
ion mobility results have been reported for the nonapeotide 
bradykinin.lh 

Experiments were performed using an injected ion drift tube 
apparatus with an electrospray ionization' (ESI) source similar 
to that described by Smith et al." The rest of the instrument 
and the experimental methods have been described previously.'* 
The source was operated using electrode voltages ranging from 
4100 to 4400 V and solution flow rates of 0.3-0.7 pllmin. 
Cytochrome c ions (bovine and horse heart), generated in a 
variety of charge states, were focused into a low-energy ion 
beam and injected into the drift tube. The drift tube is 7.6 cm 
long and was operated with a drift field of 6.58 V/cm and -3 
Torr of helium buffer gas. After exiting the drift tube, the ions 
were focused into a quadrupole mass spectrometer set to transmit 
only the charge state of interest. Drift time distributions were 
recorded by injecting 50 ps ion pulses into the drift tube and 
measuring the arrival time distribution at the detector. 

Electrospray ionization of cytochrome c generates protonated 
ions in a distribution of charge states that depends on the 
properties of the solution! The +7 to f9 charge states were 
produced by spraying a 5050 mixture of methanol and water 
containing cytochrome c at 4 x M. Higher charge states 
were obtained by adding 0.1-1.0% acetic acid. Figure I shows 
a drift time distribution recorded for the +7 charge state of 
bovine cytochrome c. Three peaks are apparent in this 
distribution: a small peak at -1600 ps, a broad one at -1800 
p's. and an intense peak at -2000 ps. In addition, there is a 
broad, low-intensity shoulder at drift times of -1300-1500ps. 
The relative abundances of the components present in the 
distribution were sensitive to the operating conditions of the 
ESI source and the injection energy. Under some conditions, 
species with drift times of -1300-1500 ps were as much as 
-20% of the distribution. Drift time distributions recorded for 
cytochrome c in the +R charge state show two peaks: a broad 
one which appears to correlate with the broad feature in the 
+7 distribution at -18OOps and a narrower peak at longer times 
which is apparently the analogue of the peak at -2000 ps. The 
drift time distributions for the f9 to +20 charge states are 
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molecular modeling program?' we generated 1 1 independent 
random c0iIs.2~ A wide variety of random coil geometries, 
ranging from near-spherical to quite linear, are possible. The 
cross sections for most of these geometries are quite similar. 
Although cross sections for near spherical and quite linear 
geometries will be different, these conformations are statistically 
improbable. The average cross section for the 11 random coil 
structures is 2860 f 140 A*, corresponding to an average drift 
time of -2880 ps for the +7 charge state. As shown in Figure 
1, the random coil occurs at substantially longer drift time than 
any of the features in the drift time distribution. Thus, the 
conformen present for the +7 charge state must have geometries 
between the native and random coil extremes: they are partially 
folded conformers. 

Suckau et ai.'* have examined the different charge states of 
gas phase cytochrome c ions using isotope exchange kinetics 
and concluded that the i 6  and +7 charge states are in the native 
conformation. While our results appear to conflict with this 
conclusion, this could result from different source conditions 
or experimental time scales. Our results seem consistent with 
studies of the denaturing of cytochrome c in solution.zs 
Nonaqueous solvents (including methanol) depress the temper- 
ature where cytochrome c denatures, suggesting that hydropho- 
bic interactions play a major role in maintaining the native 
conformer in solution.25 

To further understand the features in Figure I ,  drift times 
were estimated for some speculative but plausible partially 
folded conformers. There have been extensive studies of the 
folding and denaturing of cytochrome c in solution.zh-zx An 
important early step in denaturing is breaking the Met-80 
sulfur-iron linkage which allows the heme crevice to open. 
Opening cytochrome c at the heme crevice leads to many 
possible structures, including a conformation such as b, which 
we have randomly picked to show in Figure 1. This partially 
folded structure has an estimated drift time of -17OOps, slightly 
shorter than the broad feature in Figure 1. Another conformer 
type that could be near the observed peaks is one in which the 
secondary structure is retained while the tertiary structure is lost. 
A conformer of this type (conformer c in Figure I ,  again chosen 
randomly) was formed by retaining all of the original a-helices 
while randomizing the tonion angles along the remaining parts 
of the protein backbone. It has an estimated shift time of -2100 
ps, close to the largest feature in the distribution for the +7 
charge state. This feature dominates the drift time distributions 
for the higher charge states. As shown in Figure 2. its cross 
section systematically increases with increasing charge state and 
approaches that for the near-linear conformer. This increase 
may result from a partially folded conformer unraveling sections 
of a-helix or unfolding further to minimize Coulombic repul- 
sion. Long-range ion-induced dipole interactions may also 
contribute to the increase in the collision cross section with 
increasing charge; however, this should be a relatively small 
effect.'9 
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Figure 2. Plot of the rollism cross sestionc for the features obser8ed 
In the h f i  lime Jsinhuitons iorc)iochrome c in ihe -7 io 720 charge 
siales. I h: h o r m n i d l  lines show thc calculated crow seciions for the 
n311vz and near.lmear cnnformauonc of cyiixhrome L 

dominated hy a single narrow peak that appears to correlate 
with the -2000 ps peak. 

The peak at - 1800 ps in the drift time distribution shown in 
Figure I is much broader (by o factor of 3)  than the distribution 
calculated from the transport equation for a single isomer." This 
indicates that at least two structures, which may be intercon- 
\,ening slowly, are present in this region. The peak at -2000 
us is only slightly brwader (by a factor of 1.5) than the calculated 
distrihution. suggesting that the conformers that contnbute to 
this peak are either structurally similar or interconvert rapidly 
so that structural averaging occurs. The single peaks in the 
distnbutions for the ~9 to ~ 2 0  charges states arc in good 
agreement u ith calculated distributions for a single isomer. 

Figure 2 shows a plot oi the collision cross sections 
determined irom the driit times for cytochrome c in the 7 7  
10 TZO charge states. Independent measurements of thc cross 
mtions are reproducible to within 2% The data shown are 
the averages o i  several data sets obtained for the 7 7  lo +20 
states of bovine (and TX to 717 charge states of horse heart) 
cytoshronie 1. There is a small systematic increase in the 
collision cross sections with charge state. a result that qualita- 
tively agrees uith ion beam scattering studies." 

Information about the nature of the cytochrome c conformers 
revealed in Figure, I and 2 can be ubtained by comparing the 
measured collision cross sections to orientationally averaged 
cross seciions calculated for plausible geometries.?' assuming 
had-sphere interactions. The hard-sphere collision distances 
were taken to be 2.2 A for He-H collisions and 2.7 8, ior He- 
C. -0. -N. -S. and -Fe collisions. The calculated cross 
sections are insensitive to the collision distances employed, 
because cytochrome c i s  much larger than the collision distances. 

For natitc c)twhrome c. we estimate a collision cross section 
of 11190 A?. uhirh corresponds to a drift time of - 1  IOOps for 
the 7 7  charge ctate (cross sections ohtained from crystal 
structure coordinates?' and from NMR solution structure 
coordinates2? arc almost identical). As can be seen from Figure 
I .  a dnft time of - I100 qs is significantly shoncr than any of 
the features present in the distribution. At the other extreme. 
thc estimated cro(s section for a near-linear conformation 
(.>htainsd by straightening out the protein) IS 3400 A'. This 
corresponds to a dnft time of 3425 ps for the 7 7  charge state. 
Perhaps a more realistic representation of the completely 
unraveled conformation is a random coil. Using the SYBYL 
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